For Immediate Release:

Dr. Selim Aissi, Cybersecurity Innovator, Returns to
Applied Dynamics as Board of Directors Member
September 24, 2021. Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Applied Dynamics International (ADI), a global leader in industrial computing and connectivity, today
announced the return of Dr. Selim Aissi as a Board of Directors Member. Dr. Aissi is a recognized
technology and cybersecurity innovator and leader and received awards including the 2019 and 2021
CISO of the Year Award, Top 100 Global CISOs, and Most Influential CISOs. As an ADI Board Member, he
will provide key insight and leadership to enable ADI to revolutionize Digital Engineering and Open
Process Automation.
“It’s time to supercharge the board,” said Scott James, ADI’s President and CEO, “Since its release in
2018, the ADEPT industrial software platform has seen a succession of new program wins, innovation
research breakthroughs, and adoptions for legacy platform modernization. Our scaling strategy is
moving into its next phase and we need a board of directors fit for purpose. Furthermore, we are taking
an aggressive approach with cybersecurity. Dr. Aissi’s contributions will be impactful across the
organization. And we are thrilled that this expertise is returning to us in the form of a highlyaccomplished former ADI employee.”
Since his tenure as Section Head of Safety-Critical Embedded Software at ADI in the 1990s, Dr. Aissi has
moved on to hold such distinguished roles as Chief Security Strategist & Architect at Intel and Vice
President of Global Information Security at Visa. In his most recent role as Senior Vice President and
Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) at Ellie Mae, Dr. Aissi was instrumental in Ellie Mae’s successful
acquisition by Intercontinental Exchange Inc. (ICE) for $11 billion.
Dr. Aissi earned his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. aerospace engineering degrees from the University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor.
Dr. Aissi has served as a Board of Directors Member and Board Advisor for several technology
companies, venture capital firms, and security institutions, including TenEleven Ventures, Front
Financial, MagicCube, FundingShield, Polly, Balbix, Dasera, State of California’s Cybersecurity Task Force,
the National Technology Security Coalition (NTSC), UC Berkeley CISO Institute, and CISO Magazine. He
co-authored the book Security for Mobile Networks and Platforms (Artech House).
ADI Technology Growth
Since its release in 2018, the ADEPT software platform has been delighting and empowering users of
Digital Engineering and Open Process Automation (OPA) applications. Built on ADI’s deep history with
model-based systems engineering and open architecture real-time computing, ADEPT has quickly
become a leading commercial real-time platform for rapid prototyping and all stages of test and
evaluation to develop and test today’s most complex, safety-critical, and/or mission-critical systems.
With open interfaces and built-in support for a comprehensive range of I/O, ADEPT is quickly gaining

traction for industrial digital transformation to unlock the benefits of digital twin and open process
automation capabilities for both new and established operations.
About the ADEPT Plug-and-Play Industrial Computing and Connectivity Software Platform
ADEPT is an industrial computing and connectivity software platform built around the concept of timedeterministic “data frameworks” executing on industrial real-time Linux servers and operating as a
single, coherent distributed resource controlled and managed via intuitive, drag-and-drop desktop
tools. ADEPT is used in the largest, most demanding industrial computing and connectivity applications
across the global aerospace and defense industry, but also scales down to work with low-cost computing
hardware and open-source real-time Linux. The open architecture nature of ADEPT allows users to
leverage best-in-class commercial-off-the-shelf and open-source technologies in a common, projectbased environment. ADEPT dramatically reduces the cost and time to deploy and operate industrial
open process automation systems, providing comprehensive out-of-the-box capability built on a trusted
technology platform.
About Applied Dynamics
Applied Dynamics is a digital engineering and industrial digital transformation solutions company. We
have been pushing the limits of simulation and real-time systems for over 60 years. Applied Dynamics
flagship product, ADEPT, is the most advanced real-time, industrial Internet of Things (IoT) software
platform available, providing an agile, open architecture, feature-rich environment for the complete
product lifecycle from development through integration, verification, validation, certification,
deployment, and sustainment. ADEPT embraces an open architecture and allows its users to leverage
best-in-class commercial-off-the-shelf components. The ADEPT user base includes 14 of the global top
35 A&D companies and extends into marine, power systems, oil & gas, and the automotive industry.
To learn more about how ADI and the ADEPT platform can help your team, visit www.adi.com or send
an email to adinfo@adi.com.
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